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1. lntroduction
An accurate rnethod to determine the thermal

resistance (Rtn) of HBT's is proposed and presented in
this paper. The principle of this method is based on the
current gain (B) decrease of HBT's either from ambient
temperature rise or internal DC power dissipation. For
this purpose, the conventional pulsed I-V setup is
rnodified to pulsed current I-V setup, which means the
input port of the device (usually the base) is stimulated
by constant current rather than constant voltage as is the
usual case when one tries to characterize junction-type
transistors. By using this measurement setup, two main
mechanisrns affecting the current gain decrease were
effectively separated. which was not apparent in the
previous rnethod. The measurement setup achieves the
isothermal condition over a range of elevated base-plate
temperature (T6a5s) by setting pulse width less than the
thermal time constant of the device. The DC measure-
ments were carried out using the same test setup without
clranging any connections so that any errors involved
with the test environment could be avoided. The
proposed method was applied to various HBT's with
different emitter fingers. It showed a good predictability
of thermal resistance of different emitter area device by
the inverse scaling with the total emitter area.

The previous DC method tll enables simple
measurements. but it lacks the accuracy because it
doesn't exactly separate ambient temperature and power
dissipation effects. Sornetimes it leads one to a rather
unphysical conclusion that R16 decreases as the ambient
temperature increases. The existing pulsed method [2]
doesn't reflect the true operation of HBT's because it
stirnulates the base by constant voltage.

2. Thermal Resistance Measurement
HBT's are characterized by nearly ideal I-V curves

under negligible internal power dissipation as can be
seen in low collector current region of DC data and
isotlrennal condition (Fig. | ). But even in isothermal
measuremeht under pulsed condition, the collector
current slightly decreases when Pdiss becomes large. To
avoid this problern. the width of pulse signal should be
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narrower than the one configured here which can be as

narrow as 400 ns. However, these areas are usually not

experienced by a normal operation of HBT because the
collector current density is more than 80 kA/cm?.ln this
work, four AlGaAs/GaAs HBT's with different emitter
fingers (each of 24, 22, 18 and 16 fingers) were
measured. All HBT's are thought to have the sarne chip
configuration except the number of emitter finger.

At progressively higher currents and temperature, 16

is related to R16, Pdiss and T6a5s by I l

1,.(T*.*, pr,."* ) =(n, * 
#(r,,,,,,, - 

T,) . # R,hp,n*,)I il.

In the above equation, (AP / AT) R16 can be extracted
from the slope of 16 Vs. P4;55 line at a constant Tbase
which was constructed from DC l-V data as shown in
Fig. 2. The slopes of the lines are measured to increase

progressively as Tbase is increased. (Ap / AT) is

extracted from isothermal measurement where P6gss can

be assumed to be zero. By using pulsed current I-V
setup, same Ig condition as DC case is satisfied and B
dependency on Pdiss can be etfectively ruled out. It is
important to ensure that all conditions are same except
Tbase so that the ratio between two curves produces Rth.
(Ap / AT) was measured to be nearly linear [3] and
showed a little variance among different base current
(Fie.3).

Table I summarizes the measurement results at Ig =
2.0 mA. The measured Rth for a 24-finger
AlGaAs/GaAs HBT (2 x 20 prn2lfinger) ranges from
96.95 oClW to 122.14 "C/w as T6as. is varied from
21.5 "C to 57.7 oC, and it seerns to reflect the decrease

of the thermal conductivity of CaAs according to the
temperature increase. For comparison purpose, we also
calculated R16 using the sanre nleasurement data with
the existing methods. DC procedure by D. E. Dawson el
a/. produced Rth = 87.32 oC/W at T6asg = 21.5 oC,

which is in good agreement with our rnethod and

validates the extraction procedure.
ln Fig. 4, we summarize the measurement results of

four HBT's with different emitter fingers at T6nss =
21.5 oC. We have fitted measurement data based on the
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fact that R16 scales inversely with total emitter area [4].
We can conclude that R16 of one finger device with the
same geometry should bb 2283.5 'ClW using the fiuing
result, which is a typical value for AlGaAs/GaAs HBT.

3. Conclusion
The temperature dependence of p is used to measure

thermal resistance of AlGaAs/GaAs HBT. Also the
scaling property of thermal resistance with the emitter
area based on measurement results is presented.
Consequently the pulsed current I-V setup is proven to
be useful for the thermal characterization of junction-
type transistors. The extracted thermal resistance by the
proposed procedure was very close to other existing
methods. The implemented pulsed current I-V setup can
be extended to pulsed current S-parameter setup for
accurate characterization of microwave bipolar
transistors.
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Tbase [oc ]
(Ap / Ar) R16

[/Watt]

(^F / Ar)
llfcl R16 ['ClW]

21.5 -50.308 -0.5189 96.95

29.9 -54.226 -0.5189 104.50

43.3 -57.780 -0.5189 1H.35

57.7 -63.376 -0.51 89 122.t4

Table. 1. Measured

different temperatu re.
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Fig. 1. DC and Pulsed I-Y of 24-frnger device at T6a5s :
oC. Pulse-width:400 ns, Pulse-duration: I ms.
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Fig. 3. Current gain dependence on temperature of 24-tinger
device at various base current.
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Fig. 2. Cument gain dependence on P6i5s of 24-finger device
at various temperature.

Fig. 4. Thermal Resistance Vs. Emitter Fi4ger at T6ns6 = 21.5
oc.
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